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Summary
Floodplain Mapping - Model Study of the River Frame(Gloucestershire)
Hydrological Study
Report EX 3171
August 1995
In September 1993 the National Rivers Authority - Severn Trent Region
commissioned Wallingford Water, the joint venture between the Institute of
Hydrology and HR WallingfordLtd, to carry out the 'Floodplain Mapping, Model
Study of the River Frome(Gloucestershire)* study.
This report gives a detailed description of the hydrological components of the
study. The objective of this was to develop calibration and design event
hydrologicalinputsfor thecomputationalhydraulicmodel. All available data were
collatedandanalysedto develop the bestpossible estimates using the methods
of the Rood StudiesReport. A routingmodelwas constructed to provide an initial
check on the relative timings and magnitudes of the estimates produced, and a
physicalmodelstudywas undertakento investigatethe out-of-bank rating for the
gauging station at Ebley Mill. The results of this latter study are presented in
Report EX 3170.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
In September 1993 the National RiversAuthority - Severn Trent Region (NRA-
ST) commissioned Wallingford Water (WW), the joint venture between the
Institute of Hydrology and HR Wallingford Ltd, to carry out the •Floodplain
Mapping,ModelStuoyof the River Frome(Gloucestershire)* study. The overall
objectiveof the study was to construct and prove a hydraulic model of the River
Frome and a small part of its tributary, the Nailsworth Stream, in order to
determine the flood plain limits for six design eventsof specified return periods
of between 5 and 150years.
This report presents the results of the hydrological cornponents of the study,
including the derivation of the model inputs and an initial assessment of their
validity using a routing model of the Fromecatchment.
1.2 Terms of reference
The termsof referencefor the overallstudyare definedin the NRA-ST document
"Brieffor Report and Advisory Works. FloodplainMapping - Model Study of the
RiverFrome(Gloucestershire)*of July 1993, the WW proposal to undertake the
studyof August1993and the NRA-STletterof appointmentdated 24 September
1993. The terms of reference for the hydrologicalstudy can be summarised as
follows:
Identification of suitable calibrationevents foruse both in the hydrological
and hydraulic model studies
Construction of a routing model for the Fromecatchment to Ebley Mill and
calibration by comparison of observedand predicted flows
Constructionof a physicalmodel of Ebley Millgauging station to extend the
rating for out-of-bank flows (described in ReportEX3170)
Derivationof model inflows using the methodsof the Flood Studies Report
Comparison of estimated peak flows at EbleyMill for design events with
those estimated from flood-frequencyanalysis
2 Approach to the hydrologicalstudy
The study requires flood magnitudes of given probability or frequency of
occurrence to be estimated in order to identify theflood extent for development
controlpurposes. If sufficientlylong records of riverflow are available, the flood
magnitude-frequency distribution can be estimated directly. However, the
majorityof sites have Utileor no data on previous flood flows, and the distribution
has to be estimated indirectly.
Since no suitable flood record exists from which to abstract the required
inforrnation, the design events have been derived using hydrological and
hydraulicmodelling techniques. The methods of flood estimation adopted were
those of the Flood Studies Report (FSR), Reference 1, and Flood Studies
Supplementary Reports (FSSRs), Reference2.
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The FSR presents two indirect methods of flood estimation, which have been
•applied to a large number of catthments throughoutthe UK:
•The statisticalmethod in whichobservedflood peaks are treated as random
samples from some frequencydistribution;
•
The raInfall-runoff method in which rainfall is treated as the statistical •
elementand is converted toflow using a deterministic model of catchment
response, in this case the unithydrograph and losses model. •
With both methods the various model parameters are related via multiple •
regression equations to physical and climatic characteristics of the catchment,
Table 1,enablingfloodestimatestobe made at ungauged sites. Such estimates •
can be improved by using observed data from or near to the site of interest.
•However,the statisticalapproachestimatesonly peak flow, which may suffice for
the designof culverts and bridges. For designstudies such as this one, where
•floodroutingis involved, the rainfall-runoffmethod,which synthesises the entire
flow hydrograph, is required.
•
Inorderto verify the magnitude andrelative timings of the inflows derived using
•the FSR methods, a routing modelis also required. This allows the effects of
storage and attenuation of the hydrographs to be studied, so that the total
•hydrograph can be compared withobserved flows. The use of a routing model
is preferableto the use of the full hydraulicmodeldue to the comparative speed
•with which a routing model can beconstructed. For the purposes of this study,
the HR RIBAMAN routing softwarewas used,which includes full Muskingham-
Cungerouting,representationof storageponds, and representation of structures
using stage-discharge curves at specifiednodes.
•
The hydrological study required theidentification of three calibration events for •
use throughoutthe overallstudy. Followingdiscussionwith NRA-ST, the events
selected were as follows:
18December 1965 •
30 May 1979
5 January 1994 •
•The choiceof the December 1965event reflectsthat this is the largest event on
the Frome for which there are observations. However, the flood predates the ainstallationof the gauge at Ebley Milland as suchthere are no available data on
the event flows. The 1979 event is the largest event for which flow data are IIavailable,whilstthe 1994event, thoughSmallerinmagnitude than the others, has
continuous level data available at sixlocations within the catchment, as well as aflow data at Ebley Mill.
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3 Frome catchment and river system
The Framecatchmentextendsfrom the Cotswold escarpment in the east, on the
boundary of the Thames and Sevem-Trent regionsof the NRA, through to the
RiverSevern in the west. A plan of the catchment and river system is shown in
Figure 1.
The River Frome rises in the north-east of the catchment, high up on the
Cotswold escarpment and flows southwards. Afterabout 10 km the river turns
westwards for another 10 km or so, during which it is joined by two tributaries
from the north, the Holly Brook and the Toadsmoor Brook. Along much of this
stretchthe riverruns parallelto the now disused Thamesand Severn Canal. The
riverthen turnsnorthwardsfor about5 kmtowards Stroud,the largest town in the
catchment, and then westwards again to Ebley Millgauging station. Ebley Mill
is the only gauging station in the catchment, andhas a catchment area of 198
km2.Just upstreamof EbleyMillthe riveris joined bythe Nailsworth Stream frorn
the south and the Stroud flood relief channel fromthe north. The flood relief
channel is partof the old Stroudwater Canal and carriesthe flows frorn the three
remainingnortherntributaries,the RandwickStream,Painswick Strearn and Slad
Brook.
Downstream of Ebley Mill the river continues in a north-westerly direction for a
further 10 km towards its confluence with the RiverSevern. Along much of this
stretchthe rwerruns parallelto the now disused StroudwaterCanal. About 1 km
before the confluence, there is a flow diversion into the Gloucester and
SharpnessCanal for water supply in the Bristol area. The total catchment area
upstream of the Severn is approximately 226 km'.
The Fromecatchmentis characterised by steep valleysides sloping down to the
river below and small, fast-flowing streams, particularly in the upper reaches.
The catchment lies on heavily fissured, oolitic limestoneand liassic sandstone
bedrockwhichdips fromthe Thames basin into theFrome basin. The limestone
isthoughttoact likea sponge,absorbingwater untilthe aquifers are filled; heavy
rainmay takeseveraldays to have an effect, and water lost in the upper reaches
may well reappear further downstream. The soilstend to be well-drained and
calcareous,with clayey, loamy and stonycomponents. In the downstream part
of the catchinent some non-calcareous soils arealso present.
The catchment is predominantly agricultural in nature, though urban areas
account for around 10% of all land use. Bailey, Reference 3, assigned 50% of
the catchment to permanent grassland and 15%to temporary grassland, with
another10%to woodland. The remainderis madeup of crop-growing areas and
openwatersuch as canalsand lakes. The Stroud conurbation extends for some
distancealongthe nearbyvalleybottoms,as doesthe smaller town of Nailsworth
in the south of the catchment. There are also numeroussmall villages.
Bailey reports that during the late eighteenth andearly nineteenth centuries the
water resources of the River Frome were heavilyutilised, firstly by the then
flourishing mill industry in and around Stroud, and secondly by the extensive
canal-basedtransportnetwork.Many of the river andcanal beds were lined right
up to their sourceto preserve the water supply forthese uses. However, lack of
maintenance,associatedwiththe declineof the millsand canals, has caused the
clay puddlebed lining to deteriorate, andwater cannow seep away again. This
is said to be an increasingly serious problem insummer.
3171ww.ROB 03/08/95
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4 Data collection andprocessing
Both flood peak and flood eventdata were available for and used in the study.
The flood peak data were availablein the form of annual maxima and peaks-
over-thresholdseries. The floodeventdata typically required for analysis include
flow data for the event, recordingraingauge data for the storm, daily raingauge
data for both the storm and the 5days preceding it, and estimated soil moisture
deficit data at 09:00 on the firstday of the event; these data were available in
variousforms. Some stage data forcatchment lag analysis were also available.
Finally,physicaland climaticcharacteristicsof the catchments were derived from
maps to enable no-data estimatesof the model parameters to be made using
FSR regressionequations. The locationsof the gauges and stations from which
data were obtained are shown inFigure 2. The data collection and processing
are described in detail below.
Major floods are known to haveoccurred during the 1950s, and in 1965 and
1968, but all prior to installationofthe gauging station at Ebley Mill. Very little
information concerning these eventsis available, and so it was not possible to
incorporate them into the analysesin any.way. However, the 1965 event was
used as a calibration event, as describedin Chapter 11.
4.1 Flow data
Flow data and abstracted flood peakdata for Ebley Mill gauging station were
obtainedfrom NRA-ST. The flow datawere derived from stage data by applying
the most recent set of rating equationsretrospectively to the entire record (G.
Davies, 1993; personal communication):
0 = 7.7936 (h + 0.05721) 'mu
Q = 205842 (h + 0.074)242528
Q = 14292 (h + 0.10796) 2093"
o = -1257.7 + 2532.9 h - 1654 re4365.5
for h < 0.334 m
for 0.334 h < 0.429 m
for 0.429 h <1 .600 m
h3 for 1.600 < h m
(The final equation was derived fromthe physical model study undertaken as a
part of this study, and described inReport EX 3170).
The record was continuous from January 1969up to and including the January
1994 event, thus providing 24 completewater years of data for flood frequency
analysis.
Events for flood event analysis wereselected from examination of the stage
charts for EbleyMill gaugingstationfrom 1986 onwards. Two events from 1979,
identified previously by NRA-ST, werealso included. The annual snow reports
published by the Meteorological Office(MO) were referred to in order to check
that the events chosen were in snow-freeperiods. Table 2 lists the dates of the
39 events selected.
4.2 Stage data
Stagedata from six continuous levelrecorders, the details of which are listed in
Table 3, were obtained from NRA-ST. The recorders were installed in the
catchmentsbetween May 1992andJune1993. Apart fromthe recorder originally
installed at Bowbridge Lock (C3a) which was moved to Thrupp (C3b) in early
1993,the records werecontinuousupto September 1993. Events for catchment
lag analysis were selected from examination of the stage data, and where
possiblethe same eventswere chosenfor each recorder. The requirement was
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The only long-term recording raingauge within the Frome catchment is at
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that at least six smooth, single-peaked events were chosen for each recorder.
Table4 lists the dates of the events selected. The outcomewas that 10 events
were chosen for recorder Cl , 8 for recorder C2, and 6 each for recorders C3a,
C5 and C6. No events were selected from recorders 03b and 04.
4.3 Rainfall data
The raingauge coverage of the Frome catchment is adequate, and generally
better for daily gauges than for recording gauges. Fora number of mid-1980s
events, only one recording gauge, usually some distance from the catchment,
was operational,whereas the daily gauges were spreadfairly evenly across the
catchment.
Miserdenin the north-eastof the catchment. There are,however, four long-term
recordingraingaugesnearbyat Dowdeswell,Longford and Netheridge, all to the
north, and at Kingswood to the south-west. In addition, three new recording
raingauges were installed within the catchment during May and June 1993 at
Painswick Lodge in the north, at Eastington Park in the east, and at Avening
Court in the south. Recordingraingaugedatacorrespondingto the selected flood
events and catchmentlageventswere suppliedby NRA-ST. Data from the long-
term gauges were provided as hourly totals, whilst data from the three new
gaugeswere providedas bucket lip times which wereconverted to hourly totals.
All the recording raingaugeswere used in the flood event analysis at Ebley Mill,
ID and Table 2 indicatestheavailabilityof gauge data foreach event. However, for
the catchrnent lag analysis, the recording raingauges used varied between the
levelrecorders. Table3 showsthe raingauges used foreach catchment and, on
the basis of this, Table 4 indicates the availability ofgauge data for each of the
events.
Recording raingauge data were also collected for the three events chosen for
calibrationof the hydraulicmodel. The datesof the eventsand the corresponding
availabilityof recordingraingaugedata are listed in Table 5. For the 1965 event
it was necessaryto obtaindata from Pershore, somedistance to the north of the
Fromecatchment,as noneof the other raingauges wereoperational at that time.
1965data from Henley-in-Arden,which is even furtheraway, were also provided
but were not used.
Daily rainfall data from raingaugeswithin or close tothe Frome catchment were
obtainedfromthe MO supplieddailyrainfallarchive at IH, though data from NRA-
ST were used to supplement the 1992, 1993 and January 1994 records. The
daily gauges are spread fairly evenly across the catchment, with perhaps a
slightly higher density to the north and the east.
•
The rainfall data were used to derive catchment average event rainfalls for the
events selected for flood event analysis and catchment lag analysis. The daily
rainfalldata were usedtodetermine catchment total rainfall, and the autographic
raingaugedatato provide storm profile information. In addition, the daily rainfall
data for the 5 days preceding the start of each of the events selected for flood
event analysiswere used to calculate the catchment average 5-day antecedent
precipitation index API5, used to estimate the likelystate of the catchment prior111 to the storm.
5 EX 31 71wve ROB 03/01,95
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4.4 Soil moisture deficit data
Estimatesof soil moisturedeficitSMDat the beginning of each event selected for
flood event analysis were obtained from the MO. Data from three sites were
used: Cheltenharn to the north,Cirencester to the south-east and Monmouth to
the west on the Welsh side of theEver Severn. The data were weighted on the
basis of distance from the catchment:Cheltenham and Cirencester were given
weightsof 0.4,and Monmouthwasgiven a weight of 0.2. The SMDs were used
to derive catchment average SMDsfor eachevent, again to enable the state of
the catchment prior to the stormtobe assessed.
4.5 Catchment characteristics
Catchment characteristics, as listedin Table 1, were abstracted from maps for
the Ebley Mill catchrnent and for the catchments upstream of each of the
continuouslevel recorders. The values were obtained as described in the FSR,
and are listed in Table 6.
5 Approach and methodology
The FSR rainfall-runoff method uses a relatively simple, 3-parameter model,
known as the unit hydrograph andlosses model, to represent the catchment.
The three parameters are:
Tp - the time-to-peak of the unit hydrographwhich determines how quickly the
catchment responds to effective rainfall input;
PR - the percentage runoffwhich is the ratio of total to effective rainfall i.e. the
proportion of the total rainfall inputwhich becomes response runoff in the river;
ANSF - the average non-separatedflow or baseflow which represents the flow
in the river before the event started.
The unit hydrograph and losses modelmakes several simplifying assumptions:
linearity i.e. that there is a direct proportionalrelationship between the effective
rainfall inputand the responserunoff;superposition i.e. that successive inputs of
effective rainfall produce independentresponses which can then be summed to
give the total runoff response; time-invariance i.e. that the rainfall-runoff
relationshipdoes not change with time;that the effective rainfall input is uniform
in both time and space; and finally that the percentage runoff and baseflow are
constant through the event.
Further details of unit hydrograph theory and the unit hydrograph and losses
model may be found in standard texts,such as Shaw, Reference4, and Wilson,
Reference 5.
5.1 Time-to-peak Tp
The unit hydrographtransformseffectrverainfall into response runoff. The T-hour
unit hydrograph defines the responseof the catchment to unit (10 mm or 1 cm)
input of effective rainfall in time T hours. On an ungauged catchment the unit
hydrograph is synthesisedas a simpletriangle of fixed shape, the dimensions of
which are controlledby time-to-peakTp. Time-to-peak therefore has an indirect
effect on flood magnitude. Time-to-peakof the instantaneous unit hydrograph
Tp(0) is estimated from catchmentcharacteristicsusing the FSSR16 equation:
6 EX 3171w...130B 03.0011095
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Tp(0) = 283 S1085433(1+URBAN)42SAAR43-54MSL°23
The instantaneousunithydrographassumesan infinitesimallysmall data interval,
but indesignfood synthesis the rainfall input will bein block form, each block of
duration T hours. Therefore, the time-to-peak of the instantaneous unit
hydrograph must be adjusted for this data interval T using the equation:
Tp(T) = Tp(0) + T/2
The data intervaldependson thesize of the catchmentand its response time; for
most UK catchments, including Ebley Mill,a data interval of 1 hour is suitable.
5.2 Percentage runoff PR
The percentage runoff indicates the proportion of total rainfall which becomes
firstlyeffectiverainfall,andthen response runoff in theriver. The rainfall *losses"
include evaporation, transpiration, infiltration to soil moisture stores, and
percolationto aquifers to contribute ultimately to baseflow. Percentage runoff is
an important parameter with a direct scaling influenceon flood magnitude, and
the original FSR percentage runoff model was completely revised in FSSR16.
The percentagerunofffromthe naturalpartof the catchment PR is estimated
in two parts: a "standard' part SPR representing the normal capacity of the
catchment to generate runoff, and a "dynamic' part DPR representing the
variation in runoff depending on the state of thecatchment prior to the storm
(DPIRcw)and the storm magnitude itself (DPR„,):
PFIR,„ = SPR + DPRC +
SPR varies between catchrnents, but is fixed for all storms on a particular
catchment. It is estimated from the five soil classfractions abstracted from the
WRAP (Winter Rainfall Acceptance Potential) map (FSR L4.2.3, FSSR7,
FSSR17). Forchalk catchments underlainentirely by WRAP class 1 permeable
soils, SPR will be 10%, whilst for clay catchments underlain by more
impermeableWRAP class 5 soils, SPRwill be 53%:
SPR = 10 SOIL1 + 30 SOIL2 + 37 SOIL3+ 47 SOIL4+ 53 SOILS
DPR varies between storms on a particular catchment. Its components are:
DPIRcw= 0.25 (CWI - 125)
DPR, = 0.45 (P - 40)" for P > 40 mm
DPR =0 for P s 40 mm
CWI is the catchment wetness index (FSR 1.64.4)and P is the storm rainfall
depth. Hence percentage runoff will be higher when antecedent conditions are
wet, and when storm magnitude is large.
The total percentage runoff is estimated by adjusting PRRun.n.for the effects of
catchment urbanisation:
PR = PR,„„,,,,(1.0 - 0.3 URBAN) + 70 x 0.3 URBAN
The equationassumes that only 30% of the urbanarea is impervious and gives
70% runoff,whilst the other 70% of the urban area acts as natural catchment.
7 EX at 71ww ROO 03/08/95
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5.3 Baseflow ANSF •
The baseflowrepresentsthe flowin the river before the event started. Base(low
is usually a relatively unimportantparameter as it tends to be small compared •
with the magnitude of the response runoff hydrograph. It Is constant for a
catchment and given by the FSSR16equation: •
ANSF = {(33 (CWI - 125) + 3.0 SAAR4 5.5)x 101 AREA
5.4 Local data
The FSR recommends that wherepossible model parameter values obtained
•from regression equations are replacedwith or revised using observed values,
fromeitherthe siteof interestor anearby similar site. In the unit hydrograph and
•losses model there are essentiallythree ways in which local data can be used:
411Direct estimation of the model parameters at the subject site from the
analysis of observed flood events; •
Estimation of hydrological characteristics which are related to the model
parameters from data at thesubject site;
•
Transfer of inforrnation from neighbouring catchments.
•
All three of these methods were employedin the current study, making full use
of all the available data. In particular, Chapter 7 describes the analysis of •
recorded flood events at Ebley Millwhich provided observed values of time-to-
•peak, standard percentage runoffand baseflow.
•For situations where stage data are available but no ratings exists to convert
them to flows, a similar approach to flood event analysis provides observed
•valuesof catchment lag time LAG. Lag time is the time between the centroid of
the total rainfall and the flow peakor centroid of the flow peaks, as illustrated in
•Figure 3, and is closely related to time-to•peak.
Standard percentage runoff is similady related to baseflow index BFI. BF1
indexes the proportion of the hydrographthat is comprised of baseflow, and 411
ranges from 0.1 for relatively impermeableclay catchments to 0.95 or more for
highlypermeablechalk catchments,Reference6. The method yields estimates
inferiorto thosefromflood event analysisbut, being based on hydrological data,
is preferable to the SOIL equation.
Chapter8 describescatchment laganalysisat six sites in the Frome catchment,
as well as the estimation of standard percentage runoff by these methods.
Refinementof modelparameter valuesusing data from nearby sites is achieved 41
by simplyapplying the ratio of the observedvalue to the no-data estimate of the
value atthe nearbygaugedsite to theno-data estimate at the ungauged subject 41
site.
41
41
41
41
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6 Flood frequencyanalysis
Flood frequency analysis, using the IH HYFAP hydrological frequency analysis
package,Reference7, was carriedout atEbley Mill.The flow record at Ebley Mill
was continuous from January 1969 to the present, thus providing 24 complete
water years of data.
The choice of method for flood frequency analysis depends upon the length of
record. The FSRrecommendsthat for record lengthsbetween 10 and 24 years
an ExtremeValue 1 (EV1) distribution should befittedto the data, Reference 8,
whilst for record lengths greater than 25 years a Generalised Extreme Value
(GEV) distribution should be used (FSR I.A.4), Reference 9. The FSR
recommendationof fittingby themethod of maximumlikelihood (MML) has since
been superseded by the method of probability-weighted moments (PWM),
Reference10. Boorman et at, Reference 11, foundthat it was reasonable to fit
a GEV distribution to records of 15 or more years in length by PWM, since the
likely errors for estimating the T-year flood with a GEV distribution fitted to 15
years of data by PWM were similar or better thanby using an EV1 distribution
fittedby MML. This conclusionwas in line with thatof Hosking et at, Reference
12.
A GEVdistributionwas thereforefittedtothe 24-yearannual maxima series using
PWM. For information, the annual maxima are listed in Table 7. An EV1
distribution was also fitted, again by PWM, for comparison. The plots of
discharge against return period are shown in Figure4.
For retum periods of more than twice the record length (i.e. 48 years), the fitted
floodfrequencycurvesare shownas dashed linestoemphasise the uncertainties
invofvedin extrapolation.Thetwo curvescorrespondfairly well up to the 50-year
return period, where the GEV distribution tends towards EV3. The data, which
are stepped, are best fitted by the EV1 distribution, with no particularly large
departures of the data from the line. The ledges in the data might perhaps be
explained by overtopping of flood banks and flooding of offline storage
progressively further downstream. However, higher level ledges in frequency
distributions of flow can be explained simply asa result of sampling effects for
small data sets, Reference 13.
It is worthconsideringhow representative this floodfrequency curve is. Several
majorhistoricalfloodswere reported in the 1950sand 1960s before the gauging
stationwas installed.In theirprevioushydrologicalstudy NRA-ST estimate, using
FSRtechniques,thatan eventin December 1965may have approached 25 rn3/s,
whilstanotherevent in July 1968 may have beenbetween 30 m3/sand 40 m3Is.
The 24-year record at Ebley Mill may be of adequatelength for flood frequency
analysis,and the datamay bebetter fitted by an EV1distribution than by an EV3
distribution (the latter almost suggesting an upper limit to flood magnitudes);
however, the fitted line does not rise particularly steeply and may be giving a
false impression of the true behaviour of the catchment. Clearly, the longer the
record, the more likely it is to contain rare floods. Therefore, for comparison,
several other flood frequency curves for Ebley Millwere derived using the FSR
techniquesreferredto in Chapter4. The modellingwas done using the IH Micro-
FSR software, Reference 14.
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In the FSRstatisticalmethod,an indexflood, called the mean annual flood MAF,
•is scaled up to the required returnperiod using regional growth curves. On an
ungauged catchment, the meanannual flood is estimated using the equation:
	
MAF = Constant AREA"" STMFRO°2781085" SOIL'23RSAID'" (1+LAKE)""6 •
The Constant varies with regionof the country (FSR I.A.4.1). For Ebley Mill, in
hydrometric area 54 and region4,the value is 0.0213 giving, on substitution of
	
the appropriate catchment characteristics, a mean annual flood of 19.5m31s. •
However,the meanannualfloodmayalso be obtainedas the mean of the annual
	
maxima giving an "observed valueof 11.2 m3Is,some 40% lower. The region •
4 growth curves (FSR 1.2.6,FSSR14)were applied to each of these values of
mean annual flood, and corresponding flood frequency curves produced. The
curves are plottedin Figure5, togetherwith the EV1 line. The no-data statistical
•method greaUyoverestimatestheobserved curve, but when the observed mean
annual flood is substituted in a muchbetter approximation is obtained.
•
Two other flood frequency curvesare shown in Figure 5: the no-data rainfall-
•runoff methodi.e.unit hydrographand losses model parameters estimated from
	
catchment characteristics, and thestatistical method with the observed mean
•annual flood and an urban-ad,Usted regional growth curve. The former
overestimatesthe observedcurveevenmore than the no-data statistical method,
•whilst the latter is a slightly better'lhan when no urban adjustments are made.
	
Urban adjustmentsin thestatisticalmethodaredefinitely recommended when the
•urban fraction of the catchment is greater than 0.10, and usually advised for
urban fractions greater than about0.05. Since the catchment to Ebley Mill has
an urban fraction of 0.09, urban adjustment to the regional growth curve is
certainly appropriate.
	
It seems possible therefore that theEV1 line, whilst fitting the observed annual •
maxima series well, may not be representing the long-term behaviour of the
catchment,simplybecausethe recorddoes not contain the large floods reported
in earlierdecades. To investigatethisfurther, an attempt was made to extend the
	
annual maximaseriesback another2 years in order to include the large flood of •
1968. NRA-SThave given a lowerestimate of the July 1968 flood peak as 30.6
	
m3/s, and this value was assigner]to the 1967 water year. The recorded value •
of 8.5 m3/sfor May 1969was assignedto the 1968 water year. GEV and EV1
•distributions were again fitted to thenow 26-year annual maxima series using
PWM, and the plots of discharge against return period are shown in Figure 6.
•This time the two curves correspondfairly well up to only the 20-year return
period, where the GEV distribution tends upwards towards EV2 under the
•influence of the 1968 peak. In fact,the PWM fitting method tends not to be
unduly affected by extreme floods. Although including the estimated peaks for
June 1968 and May 1969 has changedthe curve from type 3 to type 2, this is
because the series now has a largerflood i.e. the absolute value of this flood is
less important than the fact that it issignificantly larger. Hence uncertainties in
the true value of the June 1968 floodshould not greatly affect this curve fitting.
In summarythis evidence suggeststhat if the estimate of the 1968flood peak is
realistic,and furthermoreif it is typicalof some of the pre-1969 flood magnitudes,
then the flood frequency curves derivedfrom the observed mean annual flood
and the region 4 growth curve (eitherwith or without an urban adjustment) may
be a betterrepresentation of the behaviourof the catchment than the observed
curve.
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7 Flood event analysis
This chapterdescribes the flood event analysis undertaken on the catchment to
EbleyMill, inorder to obtainsome 'observed values for the unit hydrograph and
lossesmodelparameterswhich can be used to replacethe no-data estimates at
Ebley Mill, and to refine the no-data estimates for ungauged neighbouring
catchments. The data requirements for flood event analysis were briefly
described in Chapter 5, and Table 2 lists the datesof the events selected.
Figure 7 shows a typical flood event. The hourly flow data are plotted against
timefor the catchmenthydrograph,and hourly rainfalldata through the event are
plottedas hyetographs from up to four recording raingauges (though more may
be used in the analysis) and as a catchment average. The catchment average
rainfallwas derived from the nearby recording anddaily raingauges. Each daily
raingaugewas weighted according to its location with respect to the catchment,
Reference 15. The recording raingaugeswere weighted in the same way, and
thenfor eachgauge,eachhourwas expressed as a proportion of the total event
rainfall at that gauge. For each hour in turn, theweighted proportions at each
gauge were summed across all the gauges to yield an average profile. The
weighteddaily rainfalls were averagedto give a catchment average event total,
which was distributed betweenthe hoursof the event using the average profile
calculatedfromthe recordingraingauges,to give the catchment average rainfall
profile. In addition, daily rainfalls for the 5 days preceding the start of the event
were analysed to give the catchrnent average 5-day antecedent precipitation
index API5. The catchment wetness index CWI at the start of each event was
calculated from API5 and the catchment average SMD, and used later in fitting
the unit hydrograph and losses model.
The graphical approach adopted in Figure 7 is a useful way of presenting data
because it may reveal errors or inconsistencies not apparent from columns of
numbers e.g. timing errors between rainfall and flow, discrepancies between
recordingraingauges,or the possible presence of snow melt. Any one of these
thingsmay cause an eventto be rejected,and of the 39 original events, 17 were
discarded at this stage. Table8 lists these events, together with the reasons for
rejecting them. Non-uniform rainfall across the catchment caused eight events
to be rejected,and thiswas themostcommonreason. Two events were rejected
because the derived catchment rainfall did not match the recorded flow, and
another event was rejected later on in the analysis when these data gave a
negative lag. A further three events were discarded because they were multi-
peaked and too complex for analysis. The last three events all had suspect
recording raingauge data.
The FSR unithydrographand losses model analysis programs first separate the
flow and rainfall, and then derive a smoothed unit hydrograph by the matrix
inversion method as described fully in FSR 1.6.4. Each of the 22 remaining
events was inspected and coded as being of qualitysuitable for derivation of a
unit hydrograph, only suitable for assessing volumes of rainfall and flow i.e.
losses only, or of poor quality and not suitable foruse in the current study. For
full unit hydrograph analysis, smooth single-peaked events are most likely to
produce good unit hydrographs, though reasonable ones may sometimes be
obtainedfromdoubleor mutti-peakedevents. The simple unit hydrograph model
mayoften prove to be an inadequatetool for fitting complex runoff events, where
limitationson the input rainfall data often limit thefitting process. In most cases
these complex events tend to produce multi-peaked unit hydrographs, making
them suitable for estimation of losses only.
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Table 9 containsthe resultsof theeventanalysisin terms of the event details and
the derived modelparameters. Theevent details include the storm duration and
depth, the peak flow and the catchment lag,and the SMD, APIS and CWI used
to determinethe antecedent conditions. The derived model parameters include
the baseflow, the percentage runoff from which standard percentage runoff
valuescan be abstracted,and the1-hourunit hydrograph time-to-peak and peak
flow Op. Events where lag valuesand unit hydrograph parameters are absent
are those designated as losses onlyevents.
It is clear that there is some considerable variation in the derived model
parameters. Besetlow values range from 1.14 m3/sto 4.49 m3/s, percentage
runoff values from 0.7% to 7.6%with standard percentage runoff values from -
1.27% to 22.26%, and 1-hour time-to-peakvalues from 2.0 hours to 8.0 hours.
The low percentage runoff values,and the low and sometimes negative rural
percentage runoff and standard percentage runoff values, though physically
meaningless,serve to indicatethedominatinginfluence of the downstream urban
areas. Many of the flood peaks are dearly the products of rapid urban runoff
from theStroudconurbation,whichreach thegaugingstation and pass before the
rural runoff component has travelleddownstream.
It was necessary that these eventswere split into a group where the flow peak
was solelycausedby urbanrunoff,and a group where the entire catchment was
believedto be responding, and thiswas done using the catchment lags. Urban
runoff events would be expected to have smaller lags than combined rural and
urban runoffevents. The mean catchment lagfrom the 22 flood events was 3.8
hours, andso the 15 events with smaller lags (including the losses only events)
were designatedas urbanrunoffevents,whilst the 7 events with larger lags were
assumed to be the result of runoff from the whole catchment.
This division reduces the variability in the derived model parameters.
Consideringthe combinedrural andurban runoffevents first: the 1-hour time-to-
peak values range from 2.5 hours to 8.0 hours with a mean of 4.6 hours, the
standard percentage runoff values range from 0.38% to 9.59% with a mean of
3.67%,and thebaseflowvalues rangefrom 2.16m3/sto 4.49m3/swith a mean of
3.15m3/s. The corresponding meanvalues for the urban runoff events are: 1.6
hours (some65% lower), 9.49% (some 158%higher), and 1.57m3/s(some 50%
lower). These results are not unsurprising:urban areas tend to respond more
quickly than rural areas, and to havehigher runoff and lower baseflow.
Chapter 8 goes on to consider indirectestimation of model parameters through
estimaton of hydrological characteristics which are related to the model
parameters. The results from the floodevent analysis are therefore considered
further in a wider context in Chapter9.
8 Estimation of unit hydrographand losses model
parameters
 byindirectmethods


The previous chapter described the usual, direct way of refining the no-data
estimates of unit hydrograph and lossesmodel parameters through flood event
anatysis. This chapter considers altemative approaches which provide indirect
ways of obtaining model parameters through estimation of hydrological
characteristics which are related to the model parameters, as described briefly
in Chapter4. Unithydrographtime-to-peakis related to catchment lag LAG, and
standard percentage runoff is relatedto baseflow index BPI.
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8.1 Catchment lag analysis
Lagtime is thetime betweenthe centroid of the totalrainfall and the flow peak or
the centroid of the flow peaks. Unit hydrograph time-to-peak Tp(0) may be
derived from lag time by the equation:
Tp(0) = 0.604 LAG"'
Thoughcatchmentlaganalysisis usuallyrestrictedtosituations where only stage
dataexist, the results of the flood eventanalysis forEbley Mill provide details of
catchmentlagswhichcan be utilised. Themain partof this section, however, will
be concemed with catchment lag analysis at thesix continuous level recorder
sites in the Frome catchment.
The results of the flood event analysis at Ebley Millare shown in Table 9. The
eventdetailsincludethe catchment lag which varies,for the entire dataset, from
1.3 hours to 8.4 hours with a mean value of 3.8hours which corresponds to a
time-to-peak Tp(0) of 2.8 hours. The lag values are as variable as the derived
model parameters, and indeed it was on the basis of catchment lag that the
eventsweredividedintourbanrunoff events(lag lessthan 3.8 hours) and events
where the entire catchment was thought to be responding (lag greater than 3.8
hours).
This division reduced the variability in the catchment lag values. For the
combined rural and urban runoff events,the lag values range from 4.0 hours to
8.4 hourswitha meanof6.1 hours which correspondsto a time-to-peak Tp(0) of
4.7 hours. The mean value for the urban runoffevents is 1.5 hours which
correspondsto a lime-to-peak Tp(0) of 1.0 hours. These results again illustrate
the point that urban areas tend to respondmorequickly than rural areas.
r
Table4 liststhe datesof the events selected for catchment lag analysis from the
six continuouslevelrecorders. These eventschosenwere simple, single-peaked
events. Severalproblems were encountered duringevent selection. In general
the record quality was poor, often characterisedby apparent jumps in datum
level, and by the existence of high peaks and lowtroughs, both of very short
duration.
For each event selected, catchment average rainfalls were derived from the
nearby recordinganddaily raingauges,as describedin Chapter 7. The centroid
of the rainfalland the time of the stage peak wereused to calculate the lag time.
However, during analysis several of the flow peaks were found to have no
corresponding rainfall, rainfall recorded a day lateor rainfall on the correct day
but aftertheflow peak. Thoughit is acknowledgedthat the use of an hourly data
interval for the rainfall may have reduced the accuracy slightly, there are
implications of possible artificial influences or timingerrors.
The record from each level recorder is considered in turn in the following
sections. Overallthe resultswere inconclusive,withnone of the recorders giving
particularly meaningful results. In response to concerns about possible datum
errors and liming errors, NRA-ST reportedthat allthe recording raingauge data
from Avening Court, Eastington Park and PainswickLodge prior to July 1993
were at BSTratherthan GMT (P. Davies, 1994;personal communication). This
maywell accountfor some,but not all, of the problemsencountered; these three
gauges are important because of their prominentposition within the catchment.
However, in view of the general poor quality of the level records, and the
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satisfactoryresultsfrom the floodevent analysisat Ebley Mill, the catchment lag
analysis was not pursued further.
The recordis continuousfrom June1992to September 1993. The early and late
partsof the recordare of reasonablequally, buttie central part over the 1992-93
Winter period contains several possibledatum changes. Although this record
coveredall the EbleyMillfloodeventsof 1992and 1993, only two of these events
were of good enough quality to use. Eight further events were selected, seven
from 1993 and the other from 1992.The results are listed in Table 10. Four of
the ten events gave lag values rangingfrom 0.25 hours to 2.0 hours, one event
gave a lag of zero and another three gave negative lags, possibly indicating
timing errors. The remaining twoevents had no corresponding rainfall.
The recordrunsfrom June 1992toSeptember1993. The record is quite coarse,
indicating few registered changes in water level and making event selection
difficult Again this recordcoveredalltie 1992and 1993 events at Ebley Mill, but
only three were of good enoughquality to use. An additional five events were
selected,four from 1993 and onefrom 1992. The results are listed in Table 11.
Three of the eight events producedlag values ranging from 0.67 hours to 1.5
hours, one event had a lag of zeroand three events gave negative lags, again
possibly indicating timing errors. The remaining event had no corresponding
rainfall.
ri
The recordruns from June 1992 toJanuary 1993when the recorder was moved
to Thrupp, a little upstream. However,after mid-September 1992 the record
becomescharacterisedby spikesofconstantheight and large changes in datum.
Of the record prior to this, apart froma single spike comparable with the later
ones, the peaks never exceed44.1m,and this casts doubt on the reliability of the
early part of the record as well. Onlythe minimum of six events were selected,
and theresults are listed in Table 12.Of these only one gave a lag value, of 3.0
hours. The otherfive events werecharacterisedby post-event rainfall and even
rainfall the next day, but in view of the record quality these results are not
surprising.
The record is continuous from April1993, when the recorder was moved from
Bowbridge Lock, to September 1993. The record has a lot of high and low
spikes, and many of the events weremulti-peaked, making selection of single-
peaked events difficult. The recorddoescover all the events in 1993 selected for
flood event analysis at Ebley Mill, butnone of them were of adequate quality to
use. The general quality of the record prevented other events from being
selected.
4 i
The record runs from June to September1993,covering less than 3 months.
Most of the record appears to beon a recession, making it difficult to select
events. Only one of the 1993 floodevents al Ebley Mill was contained in this
period, and it was not of adequatequality to use. Further event selection was
restricted by the quality and lengthof the record.
'I w
The record is continuous from Mayto September 1993, covering 4 months.
Particular problematic features are deep troughs which frequently occur
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immediately before peaks, making the peaks unusable. Five of the 1993 Ebley
Milleventswerecontainedinthis record, though onlyone was of a good enough
qualityto use. However,a further five events wereeventually selected, and the
resultsare listed in Table 13. Two of the events gavepositive lags, of 0.5 hours
and 1.25 hours, one had zero lag, two had negative lags, and the remaining
event had no corresponding rainfall.
Thiswas another4 monthrecord continuousfrom Mayto September 1993. This
level recorder had the best record of the six with few spikes, no obvious datum
errors and smooth peaks and troughs of variable stages, usually rising sharply
with gentlerecessions. Fiveof the 1993events selectedfor flood event analysis
at Ebley Mill were present; three were usable anda further three were selected
to make the total up to the minimum of six. The results are listed in Table 14.
Three of the events gave lag values ranging from0.5 hours to 2.5 hours, one
event gave a negative lag, possibly indicating a timing error, and the remaining
two events had no corresponding rainfall.
8.2 Estimation of standard percentage runoff through
baseflow index
Standard percentage runoff is related to baseflow index BFI. BFI is the ratio of
the baseflow to the total flow in the observed flow hydrograph. Standard
percentage runoff may be derived from BFI by theequation:
•
SPR = 72.0 - 66.5 BF!
There are two sources of BR information available for input into the above
equation. The HydrometricRegister and Statistics 1986-90 contains BFI values
for many catchments,Reference16. The publishedvalue for the Frame at Ebley
Mill is 0.86,whichyieldsa standard percentage runoffof 15%. The other source
is provided from the resultsof recent MAFF-fundedresearch to develop a more
detailed classification of soil types, known as HOST(Hydrology Of Soil Types),
Reference 17. The ultimate aim is to replace the 5-class WRAP map.
Interpretation for percentage runoff estimation has yet to be finalised, but
Boorman has suppked details of the HOST classes covering the Frome
catchment together with provisional estimates of 13FIapplicable to each class.
A recent revisionof the HOSTsystem has renumbered many of the classes, and
so the class numbers are omitted from this reportto ensure that they cannot be
misappliedin the perioduntilthe HOSTsystem isfullylaunched. The derived BFI
is 0.73,which yieldsa standardpercentagerunoffof 23%, some 50% higher than
the estimate obtained from the published value of BFI.
The next chapter considers the results from thischapter, together with the flood
event analysisresultsfromChapter7, inorder tocomeup with the best estimates
of the unit hydrograph and losses model parametersat Ebley Mill.
11110
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9 Discussion
This chapter brings together theresults from the flood event analysis at Ebley
Mill, described in Chapter 7, andthe results from the alternative approaches to
unit hydrographand lossesmodelparameterestimation, described in Chapter 8.
These values are compared WMthe no-data values derived from catchment
characteristicsusingregressionequations. Table 15 shows the results for Ebley
Mill from the various methods intabular form.
Consideringtime-to-peakTp(0) first,the flood event analysis and catchment lag
analysisgive very similarresultstoeach other, but very different results from the
no-dataestimate. The 'observed' time-to-peakfor the combined rural and urban
components of the catchment is around44% lower than the value derived from
catchment characteristics.
For thestandardpercentage runot the values obtained from the SOIL equation
and fromthe published value of BFIagree well, but the value obtained from BFI
derived from HOST is around 60%higher. However, the results from the flood
event analysissuggest that the 'observed' standard percentage runoff is in fact
lower than that derived from catchmentcharacteristics; for the combined rural
and urbancomponentsof the catchrnentsome 75% lower which is an enormous
correction. These results are in iinewith Gurnell& Midgley, Reference 18, who
state the requirement for a standard percentage runoff of less than 10% for
WRAP class 1-dominatedcatchmentsin southern England.
A similar pattern of results are obtained for the baseflow. The catchment
characteristic method again overestimatesthe 'observed' catchment baseflow,
by a little over 30%.
Following considerable debate onthe accuracy of the various FSR methods, a
study was undertakento investigatetheperformanceof the rainfall-runoff method
by comparisonof observedand modelledflood frequency curves, Reference 11.
The rainfall-runoff method with model parameters estimated from catchment
characteristics has a tendency tooverestimate, particularly on WRAP class 1
catchments,as was mostclearly illustratedin Figure5. The results obtained from
the analyses carried out for this studyshow that the no-data estimates of the
model parameters are somewhat erroneous, and serve to illustrate the
importance of incorporating local datawhenever possible.
At this point it is also convenient to discuss a concern raised by NRA-ST
regarding the effects of heavy rainfalland/or snow melt if the catchment were
frozen. The concerns seem unfoundedif observations by Gurnell & Midgley,
Reference 18, are considered; theywere worried that on their WRAP class 1
catchment, runoff might occur before thawing made the surface permeable
enough to accept the rainfall, but evidence from an observed event suggested
that the runotf was still substantiallyless than 10%
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10 Derivation of model parameters
The objective of the hydrological study was to provide inflows to the hydraulic
model. Theseinflows would be either from observedevents for the purposes of
model calibration, or from design events for the floodplain mapping study.
The limits of the hydraulic model divided the Frornecatchment naturally into six
subcatchments:UpperFrome,ToadsmoorBrook,Slad Brook, Painswick Stream,
RandwickStream and Nailsworth Stream,as illustratedin the schematic plan in
Figure8. The remainingfour areas were modelledas diffuse lateral inflows, with
their hydrographs based on that from NailsworthStream, considered the most
similarfromthe six mentionedabove. The catchmentcharacteristics abstracted
for each of the six subcatchments are listed in Table 16, together with the
characteristics for the Frome catchment to its outfallat the River Sevem.
Table 17 lists the no-data estimates of the unit hydrograph and losses model
parameters for Ebley Mill, the six subcatchments and the catchment to the
Severn. The "observed values for EbleyMill arealso included. Refinement of
modelparametervaluesusingdata from nearby sites is done by simply applying
the ratioof the observedvalueto the no-data estimateof the value at the gauged
site to the no-data estimate at the ungauged site.
For the Upper Frome, Toadsmoor Brook, Painswick Stream and Randwick
Stream this was a straightforward procedure. Thesefour subcatchments were
regardedas havingcombinedruralandurban responses. The appropriate ratios
relatedtheobserved parametervalues for the entireEbley Mill catchment to the
no-data parameter values. For examplefor time-to-peakthe ratio is:
Tp(0)obs / Tp(0) ccs
whichworksout as 0.560.e.Tp(0)obsyses,of 4.1hours / Tp(0)ccs of 7.3 hours).
Correspondingratioswereapplied for standard percentage runoff and baseflow,
and the 'observed" values for the subcatchmentsare also listed in Table 17.
For the Slad Brook and the Nailsworth Stream the situation was more
complicated. These two subcatchrnentseach hada fairly large rural area with
an urban areaconcentrated at the outfall, and it was felt necessary to model the
rural response and the urban response separately. The subcatchments were
split into rural areas and urban areas each withappropriate urban fractions, as
shown in Table 18. The ruralpart of eachcatchmentwas modelled as above for
theother foursubcatchments.The urbanpart wasmodelled in the same way but
applyingthe appropriateurbanratio,exceptfor time-to-peakwhere the value was
fixed at 1.0 hours. For example for standard percentagerunoff the ratio is:
SPRobs / SPRccs
which worksout as 0.66 (i.e.SPRobs of 9.5%/ SPRccs of 14.3%). Fixing the
time-to-peakvalues at 1.0 hours was forced bythe requirement for a sub-hourly
data interval for some of the smaller subcatchments. After consideration of the
various catchment sizes and response times andthe "workings data interval of
1 hour, a compromise of 0.5 hours was reached for the remainder of the
modelling. The two hydrographs produced foreach subcatchment were added
together to give total catchment hydrograph.
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The four diffuse lateral inflows were modelled from the rural and urban
hydrographsfor NailsworthStream.Table 18indicates the rural and urban areas
in each of these catchments, andthe multiplying factors listed in Table 19 are
simply the ratiosof the correspondingareas. For example the Lower Frome has
23.44/45.83times the noel hydrographfor the Nailsworth Stream, and 4.96/2.27
times the urban hydrograph for the Nailsworth Stream. Again the two
hydrographs produced for each subcatchmentwere added together to give the
total catchment hydrograph.
11 Derivation of event inflows
The previous chapter described fnalisation of the unit hydrograph and losses
.model parameters for each of thesix subcatchments, and the way in which
inflows for each of the diffuse lateralMflow subcatchments were to be derived.
Inflow events were derived for calibrationof the hydraulic model, and for the
ultimate objective of the study todetermine flood plain limits for various return
period design flood events. This chapter describes the derivation of the
calibrationand design event inflow hydrographs,which were then used for input
to the RIBAMAN routing model inorder to assess their suitability.
	
11.1 Calibration events
Three events were chosen for the purposes of calibrating the hydrological and
hydraulicmodels,as described in Chapter2. Catchment average rainfalls were
derived for the entire catchment to the Sevem, for each of the events, as
describedin Chapter 7. The daily rainfalldatafor the 5 days preceding the start
of each event were analysed to givethe catchment average API5, and this was
combinedwith the observedcatchmentSMD togivethe observed pre-event CWI.
Table 20 lists the storm details andantecedentconditions for each event.
These stormand antecedenthputs werecombined with the unit hydrograph andlosses modelsfor eachof the six subcatchrnentsto produce the calibration event
inflows. Thefour diffuselateralinflowswere derived as described in Chapter 10.
Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the ten inflows for each of the calibration events.
	
11.2 Design events
Design flood estimates for return periodsof 5, 10, 25, 50, 100 and 150 years
were requiredto fulfil the model studyobjectives.The conventional FSR package
of design inputs was assumed i.e. a design CWI (related to SAAR), a T-year
design rainfalldepth (whereT is the returnperiod), a bell-shaped temporal storm
profile (the 75% Winter profile), andthe standard FSR rainfall statistics. The
storm duration was estimated fromtime-to-peakand again SAAR. The design
inputs werederivedfor the entire catchrnent to the Severn, and the storm details
and antecedent conditions for each eventare listed in Table 21. It can be seen
that the only variable is the rainfall depth;the stormduration and profile and theCWI remain fixed.
In the sameway as for the calibraton events, these storm and antecedent inputs
were combined with the unit hydrographand losses models for each of the six
subcatchments to produce the designevent inflows, and the four diffuse lateral
inflows were derived as described earlier.
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12 RIBAMAN modelling
In order to verity the predicted inflows a simplified routing model of the River
Frome was built using the HR RIBAMAN software. This model was used to
check hydrograph shapeand peak flow predicted at Ebley Mill gauging station.
	
12.1 Model construction
The model extended from the upstream model boundaryat Whitehall Bridge on
the River Frorne,and from Egypt Mill on the NailsworlhStream, to the Ebley Mill
gaugingstation. A stretchof the Dudbridgerelief channelwas also included. The
modelconsisted of almost 70 nodes, andthe schematisationof this is shown in
Figures 12,13and 14. Fivetypes of unit were usedin the model, and these and
the data required for them are outlined below in moredetail.
Non-routing reach
Non-routing reaches are used to transfer a flood hydrograph from one model
node to another without imposing any attenuationor delay, so that the outflow
hydrograph is identical to the inflow hydrograph. They are generally used as a
means of combining hydrographs from different branchesof the model.
Routing reach
A hydrographinputto theupstream end of a routingreach is routed downstream
usingthe variableparameterMuskingham-Cungemethod. The method requires
information on the reach length, kinematic wave speed and attenuation
parameter. The last two of these can be derived by the package from a
representation of channel and floodplain geometrygiven to RIBAMAN, and this
was the methodusedforthe Fromemodel. Averagechannel properties for each
of the routingreacheswere derived from a considerationof the available section
data for the reach, and these were then input intoRIBAMAN.
	
- i ff-lin • r i
These last three reachtypescan all be consideredas similar in terms of the data
requiredby the package. Though strictly intendedto model storage ponds, they
can also be used to modelstructures,eitherdirectlyas a weir or a sluice, or using
a ratingcurve. For thepurposesof modelling the flowsplits and structures in the
Frome model, data on each structure to be modelled was input into a
spreadsheetand a ratingfor eachderivedusing standardflow equations. Values
for the coefficients ot discharge for these equations were derived from an
inspection of the structures and experience in otherstudies of likely values for
them. These ratings were then applied within the model to represent the
structures.
	
12.2 Model verification
The purposeof the RIBAMANmodel wasto assessthe output hydrographs from
the FSR models of the Frome catchment, priorto modelling them within the
hydraulicmodel. As such, the RIBAMAN model couldonly provide an indication
of the validity of the FSR results, since the routing model and the full
hydrodynamicmodelare unlikely to behave identically. A simplified approach to
the model verification was therefore adopted. This was based on adjusting
RIBAMAN model parameters within acceptable limits, and comparing the
predicted and recorded hydrographs at Ebley Mill.
Two events were used for this purpose, the May1979 and the January 1994.
The December 1965eventwas not usedsince noestimate of flows at Ebley Mill
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was available. The parametersadjusted were the coefficient of discharge used
in thecalculationof thestructureanddiversion ratings (Cd), and the wave speed
curves for the routing reaches (c). No adjustment was made to the attenuation
parametersince the methodis relativelyinsensitive to changes in this, Reference
19. The adjustmentsmadewereanarbitrary± 20% for both of these parameters.
so thatfour testswere runfor eachevent in addition to that with the default reach
parameters. The results of thesetests are shown in Figures 15and 16.
Fromthe results of these tests it canbe seen that the default set of parameters,
indicatedby the green lineon thetwoplots, gives a peak flow at Ebley Mill which
is around 4 m3/s higher than that observed for the May 1979 event. This
translates as an error of c.20% Forthe 1994 event, the error is smaller, being
c.17%. It can also be seenthat therouting model is insensitive to changes in the
wave speedcurve, butsignificantchangesin the peak discharge are obtained by
modifying the discharge coefficient. The lack of sensitivity to wave speed is
thought primarily to be a functionof the steepness of the river.
The othermain feature of the performanceof the FSR and RIBAMAN models is
the inability to predict the raised baseflow component of the hydrograph which
occursafter the peak of the event haspassed. This is presumably a function of
water entering into storage unrepresented in either model, in particular
groundwater.
Despitereservationsover the qualityof the hydrological inflows predicted it was
decided,in consultationwithNRA-ST,to use theseinflows in the hydraulic model.
The mainreasonfor thiswas that thetotal inflowproduced a reasonable estimate
of peak discharge at Ebley Mill, andthat this was conservative in terms of the
peak flow. Inparticularitwas anticipatedthat the full hydrodynamic model, which
models floodplainstorageand performanceof structures more accurately, would
produce a further reduction in the peak flow at Ebley, possibly also associated
with an increase in the length of timethe hydrograph took to peak. This was
subsequently proved to be the case.
12.3 Design events
It was originallyproposed to use theRIBAMAN model to produce an estimate of
the peak flowsfor eachof thedesignevents at Ebley prior to modelling them with
the full hydrodynamic model. However, due to the relative timings of the
hydrological and hydraulic phases of the study, it was decided to run these
events only on the full hydrodynamic model, due to the perceived greater
accuracy attributable to the results from this model. As such, they were not
simulated on the routing model.
Chapter 6 describes the flood frequency analyses performed for Ebley Mill
gauging station. In Figure 5, the EV1flood frequency curve from 24 years of
observeddatawascompared with thecurves derivedfromvarious FSR methods.
However, the EV1 curve may not represent the long-term behaviour of the
catchmentbecause it doesnot containthe large floods reported in the 1950s and
1960s,before the gauging station wasinstalled. Figure 6 shows the EV2 curve
fitted to an extended annual maximaseries which contains the estimated peak
value for largeflood of 1968,and theshape of the curve is strongly influenced by
the 1968 peak. Assuming that the estimate of the 1968 flood peak is realistic,
and that the 1968floodpeak is typicalofsome of the pre-1969 flood magnitudes,
then the FSR flood frequency curvesderived from the observed mean annual
flood and the region 4 growth curve may be a better representation of the
behaviour of the catchment than the EV1 curve derived from 24 years of
observed data.
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Following derivation of the design event inflows for each of the Frome
subcatchments,and routing of these combined flowhydrographs down to Ebley
Mill, a flood frequency curve was drawn up from the flood peaks generated at
Ebley Mill gauging station. This curve is shown onFigure 17, together with the
EV1 curve from 24 years of annual maxima, the EV2 curve from 26 years of
annual maxima, and the 'best estimate' curve derivedusing the Ebley Mill unit
hydrographand lossesmodelparameterspresented in Table 17. Also shown is
thecurve derivedfrom the observed meanannual flood and the region 4 growth
curve.
The EV1curve has the flattestline,whilst the curve from the unit hydrograph and
losses model has the steepest line. The line for the mean annual flood and
region4 growthcurve is slightlybeneaththe EV2 curve;there is good agreement
on curve shape, but the position of EV2curve implies a slightly higher mean
annual flood. The curvefromthe routedflowsfits betweenthe curve from the unit
hydrograph and losses model, and the EV2 curve. The routed flows produce a
less steep curve than direct use of the unit hydrograph and losses model does,
because of the attenuation effects associated with the routing. However, the
steepnessof the curve fromthe routedflows compared to the EV2 curve and the
curve from the mean annual flood and region 4 growthcurve needs resolving.
Also shown on Figure 17is the curve fromthe meanannual flood and region 617
growthcurve, and this corresponds moreclosely with the curve from the routed
flows;the agreementon curve shape is reasonable,but the position of the curve
from routedflows impliesa higherindexflood. Regionalgrowth curves represent
the average behaviour of catchments within that particular region, and it is
appropriateto use the region 617growth curve becausethe Frome catchment is
right on the boundary of regions 4 and region 6, and it might be that the
properties of the Frome catchment are more similarto catchments in region 6
than to catchments in region 4. FSSR14 also statesthat regions 4 to 8 show
increasinglysimilar behaviourwith increasing returnperiod, and identifies these
regions as together comprisinga major region.
Several conclusions can therefore be drawn fromthis. Firstly, the 24 years of
observed flow data, from which the EV1 curve was derived, appear to be not
wholly representative of the catchment. Inclusion of the estimated 1968 flood
peakcaused the curve to steepen, and if the 1968flood is typical of large floods
on the catchment,then the derived EV2curve maybe a better representation of
the true flood frequency curve of the catchment. The EV2 curve corresponds
fairly closely with the FSR curve derived from theobserved mean annual flood
and the region 4 growth curve. The curve derived from the routed flows has a
higher mean annual flood, but otherwise is of similar shape to the EV2 curve.
This would be expectedif largefloodsaremissing from the observed record from
which the mean annual flood was derived. The curve from the routed flows
corresponds fairly closely, particularly at higher return periods, with the FSR
curve derived from the observed meanannual flood and the region 6/7 growth
curve. This suggeststhat the Frome catchment maybe more like catchments in
the neighbouringThamesbasin,than catchmentsin the rest of the Severn region
in its behaviour.
Insummary,a fairly narrow band can be defined which indicates the most likely
positionof the true flood frequency curvefor the Fromeat Ebley Mill. This band
has a width of about 3 m3/sat the low (5-year) returnperiod end, and widens to
about 8 m1/2at 150-years return period. This band is higher than the flood
frequencycurve derived from 24 years of observed data, which is thought to be
lackingsome large floods,suchas thosereported in the 1950s and 1960s before
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the gauging station was installed. The flood frequency curve derived from the
routed design events forms the upper limit of the band, hence errs on the
conservative side. Further datacollection and analysis may be able to narrow
this band.
13 Conclusions
This review of the hydrology of the Frome catchment has made use of all
availabledata to develop the bestpossible estimates of the design flood inflows
requiredby the hydraulicmodel. TheFSR rainfall-runoffmethod, whereby rainfall
is converted to flow using the unithydrograph and losses model of catchment
response, was used for the hydrological modelling because it synthesises the
entire flow hydrograph, which is required in cases such as this, where flood
routing is involved.
The three model parameters are related via multiple regression equations to
physical and climatic characteristicsof the catchment, enabling flood estimates
to be made at ungauged sites. However, the FSR recommends that where
possible such no-data estimates are refined using observed data from, or near
to, the site of interest, and the current study considered various ways of doing
this.
Firstly, the model parameters for the catchment to Ebley Mill were estimated
directly by analysis of observed flood events. The derived model parameters
showed considerable variation, indicating the dominating influence of the
downstreamurbanareas,and makingit necessary to divide the flood events into
a groupwherethe flowpeakwas causedby urban runoff, and a group where the
entire catchmentwas believed to beresponding. This separation was done on
the basisof mean catchment lag time,and reduced the variability in the derived
model parameters.The unithydrographtime-to-peakwas some 44% lower than
the value estimated from catchment characteristics, whilst the standard
percentage runoff was some 75% lower than the value derived from catchment
characteristics. Similarlythecatchrnentcharacteristicsmethod overestimated the
baseflow by around 30%
In anotherapproach,hydrological characteristicswhich are related to the model
parameterswere estimated.The catchment lag analysis at Ebley Mill gave time-
to-peakvalueswhich agreed closelywith those derived by flood event analysis.
Lag analysis from the continuous level recorders in the catchment gave
inconclusive results Standard percentage runoff derived from BFI was similar
to the valuederivedfromcatchmentcharacterisfics,whilst the value derived from
the new HOST classification was some60% higher.
The modelparametervaluesderived from the rainfall-runoff analysis were taken
as the bestestimateof thetrue valuesfor the Fromecatchment. This information
was transferred to the each of the six subcatchments making up the Frome
catchment by simply applying the ratio of the observed value to the no-data
estimate of the value at Ebley Mill to the no-data estimate for the particular
subcatchment Thiswas straightforwardfor fourof the subcatchments, where the
observed value used was that fromthe events showing a combined rural and
urban response,butmorecomplicatedfor the Slad Brook and Nailsworth Stream
which both have a fairty large rural areawith an urban area concentrated at the
catchmentoutfall. Forthesecatchmentsit was necessary to model the rural and
urban responsesseparately,with themral parts modelled in the same way as for
the other foursubcatchments,and theurban parts modelled in the corresponding
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way, but wherethe observedvalueused wasthat fromthe events resulting solely
fromurban runoff. Fourremainingareas were modelledas diffuse lateral inflows,
with their hydrographs modelled on those for the Nailsworth Stream
subcatchment.
Inflowhydrographswerederivedfor calibrationof thehydraulic model, and for the
ultimate objective of the study to determine flood plain limits for various return
perioddesign flood events. The predicted calibrationevent inflow hydrographs
wereverifiedusinga RIBAMAN routing model of theRiver Frome, and checking
the shapes and peak flows of the routed hydrographs at Ebley Mill. The main
featureapparent from the routing was the inability ofthe FSR model to simulate
the raised baseflow component of the hydrographwhich occurs after the event
has passed. This baseflow is interpreted as water entering into storage
unrepresented in the model e.g. groundwater. However, the routed inflows
produced reasonable estimates of peak discharge at Ebley Mill, which were
conservative in terms of the peak flow.
The fullhydrodynamicmodel,which models flood plainstorage and performance
of structuresmoreaccurately,produced a further reduction in peak flow at Ebley
Mill, possibly also associated with an increase in the length of time the
hydrograph took to peak. The design events were run only with the full
hydrodynamic model, due to the greater perceivedaccuracy attributable to the
results from this model.
The 24 years of observed flow data at Ebley Mill appear to be not wholly
representativeof the catchment as the record doesnot contain any of the major
floodsreportedin the 1950sand 1960s before thegauging station was installed.
The floodfrequencycurvefittedto the annualmaximasteepens significantly, from
EV1 to EV2,when the estimated 1968flood peakis included. If the 1968 flood
is typical of large floods on the catchment, then thisEV2 curve may be a better
representation of the true flood frequency curveof the catchment. The flood
frequencycurvederivedfrom the routeddesign eventshas a higher mean annual
flood, but otherwise is of similar gradient to the EV2 curve. This would be
expected if large floods are missing from the observed record from which the
mean annual flood was derived.
A fairlynarrowbandcan be definedwhichindicatesthe most likely position of the
truefloodfrequency curve for the Fromeat EbleyMill. This band has a width of
about3 ths at the low (5-year) return period end,and widens to about 8 rths at
150-yearsreturnperiod. The flood frequencycurvederived from the routed flows
forms the upper limit of this band, and it may bepossible to narrow the band by
further data collection and analysis.
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Table 1Definition of catchment characteristics
Catchment
Characteristic
AREA
STMFRO
MSL
31085
LAKE
URBAN
SOIL
SAAR
RSMD
M5-2D
SMDBAR
Units
2
km
juncti9ns
km
km
m km
mm
mm
mm
mm
Description
Catchment area
Stream frequency i.e. nqmber of natural
stream 'unctions er kmcatchment area
Mainstream len th
10-85% channel slo e
Lake index i.e. tractionof catchment
draining through asignificant
lake/reservoir
Urban index i.e. fractionof catchment in
urban develo ment
Soil index i.e. theweightedsum of the
individual soil classfractions SOIL1 to
SOILSfrom WRAP(Winter Rainfall
Acce tance Potential ma .
Standard annual average rainfall for
eriod 1941-70
1-day catchment rainfall of 5-year return
period less effectivemean soil moisture
deficit
2-darainfall of5- ear returneriod
Jenkinson's r i.e.the ratio of M5-60min to
M5-2D
Effective mean soilmoisture deficit
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Table 7 Ebley Mill annual maxima
Year Peak flow d/s
1969 7.000
1970 13.350
1971 8.600
1972 13.034
1973 11.893
1974 9.122
1975 10.523
19786 10.857
1977 8.426
1978 19.358
1979 17.500
1980 8.000
1981 10.857
1982 13.495
1983 12.387
1984 10.000
1985 12.002
1986 10.750
1987 11.784
1988 7.300
1989 12.892
1990 5.271
1991 8.717
1992 14.926
EX 317 Urn. ROB 03/08/95
ngford
Water
Table 8 Events rejectedfrom flood event analysis
Event date
02 Apr 1986
28 May 1986
19 Jun 1987
22 Aug 1987
12 Sep 1987
18 Aug 1988
16 Sep 1988
06 Mar 1989
23 May 1989
24 May 1989
07 Jul 1989
16 Sep 1989
29 Sep 1990
01 Jul 1992
11 Jun 1993
14 Jun 1993
09 Jul 1993
Reason for re action
Non-uniform rainfall
Non-uniform rainfall
Complex event
Rainfall does not match flow
No recording raingauge data
Non-uniform rainfall
Rainfall does not match flow
Non-uniform rainfall
Non-uniforn rainfall
Non-uniform rainfall
Non-uniform rainfall
Complex event
Complex event
Negative lag
Zero lag/suspect recording raingauge data
Non-uniforrr rainfalVsuspect recording raingauge data
Sus ect recordin rain au e data
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Table 10 Results of catchment lag analysis for Cl
Event Date Time offlow Time of rainfall Lag(hr)


ak centrold


26 Jun 1992 15.15


26 Jul 1992 21.30 21.30 0.00
05 Apr 1993 06.45 04.50 2.00
12 Apr 1993 12.45 13.45
-1.00
09 May 1993 01.30 00.30 1.00
11 Jun 1993 18.45 18.00 0.75
14 Jun 1993 15.45 16.30
-0.75
09 Jul 1993 08.00 07.45 0.25
19 Jul 1993 13.00 14.20
-1.33
30 Jul 1993 16.00


EX 3 71n. F1013omens
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Table 11 Results of catchment lag analysis for C2
Event Date Time of flow Time of rainfall Lag(hr)


ak centrold


01 Jul 1992 04.00 05.00
-1.00
21 Jul 1993 03.45 02.20 1.50
10 May 1993 01.00 00.20 0.67
10 Jun 1993 14.30 15.20
-0.83
14 Jun 1993 18.15 18.15 0.00
09 Jul 1993 06.45 08.30 -1.75
19 Jul 1993 13.30


30 Jul 1993 16.30 15.30 1.00
EX 3171vnxR013 03108/95
ngforri
Water
Table 12 Results ofcatchment lag analysis for C3a
Event Date
29 Jun 1992
20 Jul 1992
08 Aug 1992
21 Aug 1992
31 Aug 1992
16 Se 1992
Time of flowTime of rainfallLag(hr)
	
eakcentrold
10.30
	
15.4512.403.00
21.30
10.45
17.30
15.15
()( 3171wee ROB 03/08/95
ItingfordWater
Table 13 Results of catchment laganalysis for C5
Event Date Time of flow
eak
Time of rainfall
centrold
Lag(hr)
14 Jun 1993 16.10 16.30
-0.33
19 Jul 1993 13.15 14.20
-1.00
22 Aug 1993 22.45 22.45 0.00
08 Sep 1993 08.30 07.15 1.25
08 Sep 1993 17.30


09 Se1993 04.30 03.30 1.00
EX 3171w. ROB 03)08195
ngfond
Water
Table 14 Results of catchment lag analysis for C6


Event Date Time d flow
eak
Time of ralnfall
centrold
Lag(hr)
10 Jun 1993 14.15 15.20
-1.00
11 Jun 1993 20.15 17.40 2.50
14 Jun 1993 18.15 16.40 1.50
19 Jul 1993 13.15


30 Jul 1993 16.00 15.30 0.50
03 Se1993 01.15
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Table 15Estimation
model
of unit hydrograph and losses
parameters by different methods
Time-to-peakStandardBaseflow ANSF
Tp(0)percentage(m3s4)
(hr)runoff SPR
%
7.314.34.80
3.08.52.22
4.1 rural/urban3.7 rural/urban3.15 rural/urban
1.1 urban9.5 urban1.57 urban
2.8
4.7 rural/urban
1.0 urban
14.8
23.4
EX 3171ww ROB 03/08195
Method
Catchment
characteristics
Flood event
analysis
LAG from flood
event analysis
BFI from flow
BFI from HOST
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Table 19 Multiplying factors to apply to Nailsworth
stream hydrographs for diffuse lateral
inflow subcatchments
Multiplying factors to apply to Nallsworth Stream
h dro ra hs
Catchment Rural/urban
h dro ra h
Urban hydrograph
U er Middle Frome 0.2433 0.7709
Lower Middle Rome 0.1414 1.3084
Lower Nailsworth 0.2429 1.4846
Lower Frome 0.5115 2.1850
ng ford
Water
EX 317 I wow ROB OW08195
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Table20 Detailsofcalibrationevents •




•
•Date Rainfall Storm SMD APIS CWI


depth
mm
duration
hr
(mm) (mm) (mm)
•
18Dec1965 85.8 120 0.14 2.14 127.0 •
30 May1979 41.0 72 4.43 928 129.9


05 Jan 1994 20.9 72 0.29 11.26 136.0 •
EX 3171a ROB 0100695
ngford
Water
Table 21 Details of design events


Return period Rainfall depth Storm duration CWI


mm hr mm
5 year 35.7 8.5 120.7
10 year 42.4 8.5 120.7
25 year 50.6 8.5 120.7
50 year 58.1 8.5 120.7
100 year 65.2 8.5 120.7
150 year 69.9 8.5 120.7
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Figure 3 Definition of catchment lag
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Figure 13 RIBAMAN schematic - Brimscombe Port to Ebley Mill
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Figure 15 RIBAMAN results at Ebley Mill - May 1979 calibration event
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Figure 16 RIBAMAN results at Ebley Mill - January 1994 calibration event
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Figure 17 Comparison of flood frequency plots for Ebley Mill
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